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Mary Burger  Kayla Lester

Sabrina Ketcham  Alissa Kelly

Kelly Tovar Joie Gatlin

Yonathan Baruch  Leanna Billie

JT Mitchell  Bubba Matlock

Jessica Beck  Kristen Ide

BARREL RACING

TEAM ROPING   REINED COWHORSE

CUTTING   SHOW JUMPING

REINING   BREAKAWAY ROPING

HALTER and MORE

Fast, Powerful,
Successful and

All Natural...
That’s a great definition of Draw it Out Veterinary 
Strength Liniment and the top competitors who 

use it every day. Take a minute and read about our 
remarkable product that helps keep these champions 
competing at the highest levels and join the DiO team!

Order? Questions? Toll Free: 844 | 434 | 6462 
www.drawliniment.com

Safe. Proven. Effective.

No Color. No Odor. No Mess.

Non-Greasy. Dries Clear.

No Blistering.

No Chemicals. No Carriers.

All Natural Trace Mineral Blend.

Award Winning Formula.

Veterinarian Approved.

Concentrate and Gel.

Safe for All Animals.

Made in the USA.

100% Quality Guarantee.

Choice of Top Competitors 
across All Equine Disciplines.

Designed with your
horse in mind.

is

Sabrina Ketcham
NFR Qualifier

“I keep a spray bottle mixed 30/70 with water to spray 
and massage DiO onto hot or sore muscles and legs. I also 
apply the same mix before I load my horses in the trailer. 
Because it is natural, there is no concern of blistering and 

the results are cool, tight legs. As a professional barrel 
racer, I take my horse’s care very seriously.”

Mary Burger
Multiple WPRA Champion, NFR Qualifer

and Hall of Fame Inductee

“I have been looking for a great 
product to draw and cool legs down 
after strenuous workouts and strains. 

I ran into DiO at the Little Britches 
Rodeo Finals where I decided to try 

DiO. I have never been more pleased 
with a product. I have fixed strains, 
general stocking up, body soreness 
and even a broken leg on a kitten. 
Needless to say, have used it on 

myself. I recommend DiO to everyone. 
It’s very simple to use and effective. 

Love it!”

shares...

Kelly Tovar
RNCFR Qualifier

“I fell I love with DiO at a rodeo in Oklahoma last year. I 
had purchased it direct and loved the fact that I could use 

it with my bot! I pulled Bakken out of the trailer and he had 
some swelling on a back leg from a scratch that had gone 
unnoticed. I put the DiO on, went and paid my fees, ate a 
bite came back and the swelling was completely gone!! I 
was sold from that point on! Today, I never make a run on 

him or Edwin that I don’t use it before and after!! It has 
helped them both so much!! One of my favorite products 

and I’m thrilled to be a part of this team!”
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DiO is a unique product that harnesses the anti-inflammatory 

and anti-pain properties of minerals in a deep penetrating 

formula that when combined with our Epsom salts profile 

creates a product with the ability to be used under saddle pads, 

wraps and boots without burning or blistering. DiO is odorless 

and colorless so there is no clean up. It goes on non-greasy 

and dries clear – ensuring that there is no mess like traditional 

poultices or liniments.

DiO was born out of a desire to bring into the market an all 

natural liniment that was every bit as effective as it’s chemical 

laden counterparts. For years, the only options for liniments 

were messy, smelly and chemically abrasive. Many of us have 

tried our horse liniments on ourselves only to break out in 

hives, become nauseated by the odor or get that odd garlic 

taste in our mouths. And sometimes we received all three 

affects simultaneously. Think of your horse’s sensitive nose and 

the times it had recoiled from the smells of chemical based 

liniments. DiO alleviates all of that. Combining over 170 natural 

minerals, we created an odorless and colorless formula that 

relieves swelling and soreness as efficiently and effectively as 

any of its chemical counterparts. DiO is so effective that it is a 

nationally recognized and veterinarian recommended product.

We offer DiO in a concentrate that mixes with water to your 

desired strength. Our DiO gel is for use right out of the bottle. 

Many brands make buying liniments confusing. Often they 

will have performance versions or extra strength options and 

sometimes there are so many varieties of one brand that no 

one knows what to use when! Here at DiO we try to keep 

things as simple as possible. Our original and gel formula are 

designed to be the strongest available liniment that is safe for 

use during competitions. We looked at the current offerings of 

the market and said “Lets throw the kitchen sink at it”. After an 

exhaustive search we packed as many anti-inflammatory and 

pain relieving properties as we could into each bottle of DiO.  

For us, extra strength and much more is our initial formula and 

not just an after thought. Our formulas maximize strength and 

gentleness. No burning or tingling yet tons of fast pain relief. 

DiO products have been designed to be as strong as possible 

without sacrificing the ease and safety of caring for your horse.

Join us!

Draw it Out was Designed with Your Horse in Mind

Use for pre/post competition and transporting

www.drawliniment.com

Ingredients: Water (Aqua),
Sodium, Chloride, Magnesium, Sulfate, Potassium

and DiO Proprietary Trace Mineral Blend*

* Our DiO trace mineral blend is compromised of over 
170 different minerals, each of which contain anti-

inflammatory and pain relief properties. When combined, 
these minerals create the strongest all natural liniment on 

the planet!

Visit our website to read team DiO 
testimonials, watch product videos, score 
product, check out our new line of DiO 
wearables (for people) and join team DiO. 

Women’s Professional Rodeo Association
Appaloosa Horse Club

and people that love their horses

If your horse has a tendency to get sore in the back, spray 

them down with a 50/50 mixture of DiO BEFORE you 

saddle. This will allow the soreness to dissipate during 

your warm up so by the time your number is called, your 

horse is limber and pain free. The best news is that this 

process requires no saddle pad/blanket cleanup.

If you have a rope horse that is a bit sore in the shoulders, 

spray the horse down before your event. DiO helps the 

body to limber up sore and stiff muscles DURING the 

event. As you progress through rounds, your horse will 

be gaining steam while the competition is wearing down.

Do you wrap or boot your horse’s legs before and/or 

during competition? Spraying or rubbing legs with DiO 

before wrapping or booting gives your horse a natural 

edge. 

Heading to Canada from Texas or California from 

Florida? The same procedure can be used to keep your 

horse’s legs fresh during transportation. And you can 

leave the same wraps on for the entire trip! Not only will 

DiO provide support and protection, but it will also keep 

soreness and swelling from building up. We recommend 

keeping the wraps moist via spray bottle, although  

plastic wrap (like Saran-wrap)) outer layer works too. 

Both methods are effective in protecting your horse over 

long trips.

How to tips...OFFiCiAL LiNiMENT
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